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I INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research program is to develop the theoretical

models, design methodology, and technology needed for optimtum application

of near-field electromagnetic sensor arrays in nondestructive evaluation

(NDE) and robot control. This program is a collaborative effort by SRI

and Stanford University, supported by separate contracts. This report

summarizes SRI's contribution to the program's research in this first

yea r.

A basic requirement for this work is the ability to analyze and con-

trol the spatial-frequency content in the field configuration associ ated

with the electronagnetic sensor array. To understand how best to satisfy

this requirement, SRI focused work this first year on obtaining experi-

mental measurements of the relative spatial distributions defined by the

responses of inductive eddy-current reflection probes to surface steps

and surf ace- breaking rectangular slots in aluminum plates. A commercial

reflection probe [Nortec SPO-20651 and an SRI-constructed, five-coil,

air-core reflection probe were used to interrogate such surface discon-

tinuities. The data obtained using the five-coil probe were compared

with the results of a theory developed at Stanford University.1

A second part of SRI's effort this past year has been to survey

thin-film recording head technology to assess its applicability to the

fabrication of inductive sensor arrays. The survey is to include devices

that employ high-permeability magnetic films and those based on magneto-

resistance and the Hall effect. The interim findings of this survey are

reported here.

The third component of the research activities at SRI in this pro-

gram is the study and development of data-processing algorithms to be

used to Improve the resolution of electromagnetic sensor arrays. One

class of such algorithms is based on deconvolutioi. Work has just begun

on this problem, so only some preliminary thoughts can be discussed at

this time.
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11 RESEARCH STATUS

A. Measurements

An automated system was built to acquire the amplitude and phase of

a sensor array's output voltage as the array is scanned in a plane [x and

y] under computer control. 2 Using stepping motors, the sensor array (or

workpiece) was moved along in raster fashion with a minimum step size of

0.002 inches (or multiples thereof). A Nortec NDT-1 eddyscope was used

as source and receiver, and the digitized data were stored on magnetic

tape for off-line processing. (The NDT-13 eddyscope is an analog instru-

ment containing a synthesized source that can be tuned from 50 Hz to 5

MHz and can be used with reflection probes as well as with absolute and

differential probes.) Software was developed to permit displaying the

data in several ways, including perspective plots and contour plots.

In the first series of experiments using this system, a Nortec SPO-

2065 probe was used to investigate the relative step responses of a

reflection-type probe. The drive coil in this probe has about a 0.1-inch

outer diameter. The sensor array is composed of a differential pair of

small D-shaped coils located side by side within the inner diameter of

the drive coil. Based on the dimensions of these sensing coils, one

would expect this probe to have a spatial resolution of about 0.040 in.

(corresponding to a spatial frequency of 25 in. 1, or 1.0 mm - I ).

The amplitude and phase responses of this probe to a series of

0.004-in.-deep (0.1-in. wide) steps milled in an aluminum plate were

measured. The measured amplitude response illustrated two of this

probe's resolution characteristics: (1) each step was resolved along the

scan line, as expected, and (2) the variation of the vertical distance of

each step from the probe was also easily resolved. In the experiment,

this vertical distance varied between 0.004 and 0.016 in. (0.004 in. of

liftoff occurred outside the step region). Generally, without resorting

to any data processing, the distance over which vertical resolution is
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obtained should be about equal to the transverse resolution of the sensor

array. These data confirm this general behavior.

A reflection probe in which the drive and sense coils are essential-

ly coplanar (in some reflection probes the coils are coaxial) is linearly

polarized; that is, the probe's step response is maximum when the scan

direction is perpendicular to the edge of the step and is aligned with a

line that passes through the centers of the sense coils (parallel polari-

zation), and it will be minimum (ideally zero) when the probe is rotated

by 90 (perpendicular polarization).

The response of the Nortec reflection probe to a curved step illus-

trates this polarization-dependent behavior (Figure 1). The important

implication of this characteristic of reflection probes is that, by com-

bining data sets from both polarizations, the direction of the edge (or

the orientation of a crack) with respect to the scan direc-ion can be

estimated. Thus, for example, by feeding this information back to the

scan controller, the sensor array could be made to follow an edge.

To provide both polarizations in a single probe, a five-coil air-

core reflection probe was designed at Stanford University and fabricated

at SRI. The coils were made relatively large to minimize construction

difficulties. The cross section of the probe is shown in Figure 2. As

can be seen, the probe contains four coils in its sensor array. In ex-

periments carried out to date, only two of the sense coils were operative

at any one time, with diametrically opposed coils connected as a differ-

ential pair.

For one experiment, three slots of differing depths (0.125, 0.250,

and 0.375 in.) were milled into an aluminum plate. The slots were each

0.125-in, wide and 1.5-in, long and were placed side by side, 1-in, apart.

Figure 3 shows the results of scanning across them with the five-coil

probe (only one sensor-pair active). The perspective plot of the results

obtained by scanning across the 0.250-in.-deep slot shows a typical dif-

ferential-probe response in the x direction, and a typical absolute-probe

response in the y direction. This behavior is the result of the linear

polarization characteristic discussed above. Stated another way, the x

3



response is determined by the spatial frequencies associated with the

sensor array, while the y response is determined by the spatial frequen-

cies associated with the drive coil.

SCAN

SCANNED PORTON OF SAMLE

PARALLEL POLARIZATION PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION

TMS-2283

Figure 1. Response of a reflection probe to a curved step.

The line scan through the midpoints of these slots illustrates both

the transverse resolution and the depth resolution of the probe. The

transverse resolution appears to be about +0.125 inches, and the depth

resolution rapidly deteriorates for depths greater than 0.125 inches.

These numbers are consistent with the dimensions of the probe. One

objective of future work will be to develop data processing techniques

that will improve the image quality produced by such a sensor array.
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Figure 3. Slot response of a five-coil reflection probe - -500 kHz.
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A second experiment was conducted to obtain data for comparison with

theoretical results computed at Stanford University. in this experi-

ment, the five-coil probe was used to make a series of five perpendicular

scans across a 0.004-in. step in an aluminum plate. The orientation of

the probe differed in each of these scans; starting from the point at

which the line through the centers of the differential pair of sense

coils was aligned with the scan direction (designated 00), the probe was

rotated in steps of 22.50 through 90 ° (designated 900).

The experimental results are shown in Figure 4. As expected, the

maximum measured step response is obtained at 00, and the response de-

creases as the probe is rotated towards 90'. Comparisons with theory are

shown for probe orientations of 00 and 67.50. Since the NDT-18 is an

I I II I I

3,5 - EXPERIMENT

THEORY

3.0

2.5

I

2.0
-- /45'

t.5 6 .o-

10 -

02 0.4 0.6 0.8 .5 1.2 4

X - nn.

TMS-2283

Figure 4. Step response as a function of probe orientation
relative to the edge--500 kHz.
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uncalibrated instrument, the theoretical and experimental data were

matched at the maximum of the O* scan. With this single-point calibra-

tion, the shapes of the main theoretical and experimental step responses

are seen to agree very well, and the peak amplitudes of the 67.50 re-

sponses are in excellent agreement. The minor differences between theory

and experiment outside the main step-response region are thought to be

due to an interaction between the step and the drive coil that is not

included ia the theory.

B. Technology Survey

The spatial resolution of a conventional recording head consisting

of a magnetic yoke encircled by wire-wound coils is about 1 mm when used

as an eddy-current sensor. 3To improve the resolution, smaller inductive

sensors are needed. One approach would be to take advantage of the thin-

film technology currently under development for manufacturing recording

heads. Therefore, a literature study was initiated to assess the status

of thin-film recording-head technology and its relevance to eLectromagne-

tic sensor arrays. The study was limited to two sources that contain a

major part of the open literature on this technology: (1) the IEEE Tran-

sactions on Magnetics, and (2) the Proceedings of the Annual Conference

on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials published in the Journal of Applied

Physics.

The survey revealed that two devices might be candidates for appli-

cation in an electromagnetic sensor array: the read-write thin-film mag-

netic head for computer disks, which Is a thin-film version of the stan-

dard recording head, and the thin-film magnetoresistive device used for

reading magnetic tapes.

1. Thin-Film Magnetic Head

The thin-film magnetic head is basically a two-dimensional version

of the standard recording head that consists of a magnetic yoke and wire-

wound coils. Figure 5 shows a typical example of a thin-film recording

head. The drawing is sectioned to show the head's layered structure.

7



The first step in the fabrication of this head is the deposition of

a magnetic film on a ceramic substrate. The film forms the bottom layer

of the magnetic yoke amd is made from magnetic materials such as permaloy,

Co-Zr, or mu metal. Next, the magnetic material is covered with an insu-

lating layer of SiO . After this step, alterriating layers of a conductor

and a SiO2 insulator are deposited. Each metal layer is etched into a

spiral coil configuration using masks of photoresist. The spiral coils

are interconnected through etched openings in the SiO2 layers. Finally

the top layer of the magnetic yoke is deposited. This layer makes contact

at one end with the bottom layer of the yoke, while the other end is

separated from the bottom layer by one or several layers of SiO . The

number of insulating layers determines the dimension of the recording gap.

The gap is typically between 0.2 jim to 2 pm wide and 0.01 mm to 0.5 mm

long. (In the head shown in Figure 5, the gap is 2-pm wide and 0.41-mm

long.) A special beveling technique is used during etching of the coils

which allows the second-layer coil to be inlaid in the gaps of the first-

layer coil, etc. This technique produces a planar coil surface which

allows many layers to be deposited on top of each other.

More commonly, a single-layer coil is used like the one shown in

Figure 6. This coil has 17 turns, an inductance of 200 nH, and a resis-

tance of 15 Q. However, the technology associated with the device shown

in Figure 5 is to be preferred when compactness of the coil is critical.

When it is used in a hard-disk drive for computers, the thin-film

head floats on an air cushion about 0.2 pm above the disk surface. The

disk rotates at high speed, which produces flux reversals in the thin-film

gap at frequencies above 1 MHz. The frequency response of the head shown

in Figure 5 is close to being flat from 1 MHz to 4 MHz, with an output vol-

tage of 3.3 mV to 3.6 mV. Above 4 MHz, the frequency response decreases

by about 3 dB per octave. No data were available below 1 'Hz, but the

response would be expected to fall with decreasing frequency because the

induced voltage in the coil is proportional to frequency.

8



SUBSTRATE

BOTTOM
MAGNETIC

YOKE

9 TURN -
COIL

TOP MAGNETIC

YOKE

GAP

SOURCE: Reference 4 TMS-2283

Figure 5. Thin-film head with multilayer coil (9 turns).

(a) X2000 ib) =500

SOURCE: Reference 5 TMS-2283

Figure 6. Single-layer coil with 17 turns. Coil dimensions: 3.5-/um wide,

3.2-jum thick, 1.5-pjm space.
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The thin-filmn head senses the change of the magnetic field in the

gap. For application in a hard-disk drive, the head's spatial resolution

in the scan direction is about equal to the gap width. However, for

application to crack or edge detection in a metal plate, the gap width

must be aligned parallel with the crack or edge for maximum sensitivity.

In this case, the spatial resolution is determined by the length of the

top magnetic yoke, but, since the length can be made as small as 10 Pm,

this is not a severe limitation. The real problem in using a thin-film

magnetic head is that its height above the surface must be of the order

-. of the gap width. Scanning a sensor array at a lift-off distance of less

than I. jm is simply not practical in NDE or robotics applications. The

lift-off distance probably cannot be smaller than about 25 ;.I (1 mil).

Thus, larger gap widths would be required. Since the gap width in a thin-

film head is determined by a thin SiO 2film whose maximum thickness is

limited to a few micrometers, this fabrication method would no Longer be

applicable. Furthermore, increasing the gap width may require an

increase in the number of coil turns. To keep the coil resistance at a

reasonable Level, the dimensions of the coil would have to be Increased,

and thus we are forced out of the domain of thin-film technology.

In summary, it appears that the technology for fabricating practical

inductive sensor arrays with the desired high spatial resolution falls in

a gray area between thin-magnetic-film technology and wire-wound-coil

technology, with neither technology particularly well-suited to the

purpose. However, as we shall see in the following sections, magnetic

thin-film technology may still be applicable if the need for coils is

abandoned and is replaced by other techniques for measuring a magnetic

field.

2. Thin-Film Magnetoresistive Head

The thin-film magnetic head responds well to the high rates of flux

change produced by high density disks spinning at high velocities, but

its sensitivity is too low to be useful with the slow tape speeds used in

audio and digital recording. For this reason, another type of thin-film

head is presently under development in industry that does not depend on

10



the rate of flux change for its sensitivity. Instead, it measures the

magnetic field itself by using the magnetoresistive effect in a thin

film of permalloy (NiFe, 817./19%). Figure 7a shows a sketch of such a

film with its magnetization, M, along the length of the film. The film

has an isotropic resistivity, p, that depends on the angle, 9, that the

current makes with the magnetization, M. This directional dependence is

given by 
6 7

2
P = P - _p sin 3 ()

where po is the film resistivity obtained when the current and magneti-

zation are aligned, and Ap is the maximum possible change in resistivity.

The quantity &p depends on the magnitude of I and is, at most, 2% or 3%

of P. If a current, I, is sent through the film, the voltage across

the film will change if a magnetic field, H, is applied perpendicularly

to M because the angle, 8, will change by a small increment, &9, given

by

ine) H (2)
0

where H is the saturation field equal to the sum of the anisotropy0

field and the demagnetizing field. Therefore, by measuring the voltage

across the film, the element can be used as a magnetic field sensor.

To reduce the effect of the nonlinearity implied by Eqs. (1) and

(2), the sensor usually is constructed so that 8 = ±450. This is done

by using the so-called barber-pole configuration 6 -8 shown in Figure 7b,

in which strips of thin gold film are deposited at a 45o angle to the

magnetization direction on top of the permalloy film. Because of the

low resistivity of gold, the current in the permalloy film between the

gold strips will take the shortest path between them, i.e., the current

will flow in a direction 450 to the magnetization direction. To further

reduce the nonlinearity, a symmetric structure like the one in Figure 7c

is often used. In this configuration, the nonlinearity caused by the

factor sin 26 cancels out. A multisensor array using 32 sensor elements

11



8
of this type has been reported. The length of each sensor in this array

was 100 pm and the output voltage was linear for magnetic fields up to

10 A/cm, where the corresponding output voltage was 2mV for an applied

current of 50 mA.

Compared with the thin-film magnetic sensor, the thin-film magneto-

resistive sensor is very -ittractive because of its simple structure. How-

ever, it is strictly a reading sensor that requires a separate drive field.

At this point it is not clear what the best method is for creating such a

drive field, and how sensitive the sensor will be at a reasonable lift-off

distance. Further investigation is required.

GOLD

CURRENT FLOW FILM

(a) PERMALLOY THIN FILM (bl BARBER POLE STRUCTURE
WITH MAGNETIZATION M

.... * ..... ...

21

le) SYMMETRICAL MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR
WITH IMPROVED LINEARITY

TMS-2283

Figure 7. Magnetoresistive field sensor.
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3. Summary and Discussion of Future Work

The brief literature search on the use of magnetic thin-film techno-

logies for the fabrication of inductive sensor arrays with high spatial

resolution suggested two possible types of magnetic recording heads: (1)

the thin-film magnetic read-write head, and (2) the thin-film magneto-

resistive read head.

The thin-film magnetic head is a thin-film version of a standard

head made using a magnetic yoke and wire-wound coils. With a magnetic

gap of 0.5 Wm to 1 pjm, the thin-film head is typically used at a height

(liftoff) of about 0.2 pm above the recording medium. For the practical

liftoff distances of interest in this research program (25 jm or more),

the required dimensions of the yoke and the number of turns in the coils

fall outside the present capabilities of thin-film technology.

The magnetoresistive sensor, which relies on anisotropic resistivity,

has a simple structure that should be easy to produce in an array config-

uration, with a high degree of spatial resolution. However, since it is a

read-only device, a separate drive field would have to be provided.

Possible drive methods wili be investigated and estimates of the

sensor sensitivity will be calculated as part of this evaluation. If

results of these studies are promising, the availability of nagnetoresis-

tive sensors will be determined. If these sensors are not yet available

in a form compatible with our requirements, the technology of magneto-

resistive thin films will be further studied to determine the possibility

of fabricating them at SRI or Stanford University.

In addition to these efforts, other magnetic-field senstag devices

such as Hall-effect sensors will be studied. Capacitive sensors will be

evaluated at Stanford University.

C. Quasistatic Near-Field Imaging

The basic transverse spatial resolution of an electromagnetic sensor

array is determined by the physical dimensions of an array element. How-

ever, it should be possible to improve this resolution by taking advantage

of the knowledge of the array's response to a highly localized surface

13



perturbation. This approach is analogous to using knowledge of the

impulse response of a two-port electrical network to find the form of an

excitation waveform that produces a given output waveform. The "impulse"

response of a sensor array can be determined either theoretically or by

experiment. The following is a discussion of a theoretical approach to

the problem. Work has also been initiated to evaluate the use of only

experimental data in the deconvolution process, but this work is in an

early stage and is not discussed here.

1. Lorentz Reciprocity--Bistatic System

The theoretical approach to this problem is based on an application

of Lorentz's reciprocity theorem to a probe system. This approach was
9

pioneered in eddy-current nondestructive testing by Auld, et al. Figure

8 shows a general, bistatic system consisting of driver probe, sensor

probe, and a test piece to be inspected.

I VRIVER S I [SENSOR I

PROBE P-- 1 oE I Sb

VOLUME V
SB

TMS-2283

Figure 8. Bistatic probe geometry for application of Lorentz reciprocity theorem.
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The relevant form of the reciprocity theorem is

E1xH 2 - E2 x H ).fi ds - 0 (3)

where the integral is taken over the total enclosing surface of the

sourceless volume V. The key to the derivation is to define two distinct

physical cases that are relevant to the problem:

Case 1--Driver probe "a" is excited (port 1) and the test piece is in

a perturbed state.

Case 2--Sensor probe "b" is excited (port 2) and the test piece is in

its unperturbed reference state.

These two cases correspond to subscripts i and 2 in Eq. (3). By applying
9

appropriate boundary conditions, one is left with an integral over the

surface surrounding the test piece, SBO and across ports 1 and 2. The

surface SB can be inside the test piece as well. The terminal conditions

at the two ports are defined in Figure 9.

CASE I

0 -0

CASE 2

TMS-2283

Figure 9. Terminal conditions at the probe ports.
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It has been assumed in Case I that port I is connected to a finite-impe-

dance source and that port 2 is connected to a high impedance (.o) detec-

tor. This is the case, for example, for an NDT-18 eddyscope.

In terms of terminal voltages and currents, Eq. (3) becomes

v (1)z (2) ( Vj 2 ) i(1) + v2 + + X d
I ) +V Ib El H2E x Hl).a dS B  (4)

SB

where the boundary conditions 12 = 0 and 1 (2) = I b have been used.

Now, in terms of two-port z parameters, the first two terms in the left-

and side of Eq. (4) can be written as

(z 1(1) - z it(2)).1 1() 1(2) _ z12(2). W b

Also,

V1(2) 2) I z (2) + z12 b (5)

Assume, now, that the probe system is differentially balanced in Case 2.

Hence, V1 (2) must be zero and it follows from Eq. (5) that

11(2) = 0 and z12 (2) = o

which makes the first two terms in the left-hand side of Eq. (4) equal to

zero. Finally, if one defines a normalized voltage v = V 2(1/V , Eq. (4)

becomes

v - [l/(Va b)]f l x H2 - +2 x H1).A dSB (6)

SB

This equation relates the observable, v, t.) the tangential fields on the

surface SB.

2. Application to Plane Surfaces

Next, suppose consideration is restricted to the case in which both

the surface of the test piece and SB are plane, and assume that the probes

16



are scanned in a plane parallel to S . Furthermore, aasume that the test

piece is much larger than the region containing the perturbation and that

all fields are quasistatic. This means that, in the scan tagion, the

fields generated by either probe in the absence of the perturbation are

independent of the probe's position. Such a system is called shift in-

variant in optical system theory. If the signal generated by the perturb-

ation (as the probes scan by) is call the observable image of the perturb-

ation, then, as a result of shift invariance, this image can be deblurred

(deconvolved) using Fourier-Transform theory. Equation (6) will be re-

written to show explicitly that it indeed has the form of a convolution

integral.

Let the plane surface on SB closest to the probes be an x-y plane

located at the vertical coordinate, z. Also, let the origin of a coordi-

nate system attached to the probes be (xoyoz0). From the property of

shift invariance, the fields generated by the probes in the unperturbed

state will be functions only of x-x , Y-yo, and z-z . For the perturbed

state, the fields on the upper part of S B can be written in terms of their

"incident" and "scattered" components, viz.,

+. 4. - -

E (X,)o,y,yo) = El°(x-xoy-y ).[I + S E(x,y) (7a)

H(X,Xoy,yo) - H 1 (X-xo y-yo).[I + S (x,y) ]  (7b)

o. + 00

Here, E1 and HI  are the unperturbed fields in Case 1, I is the unit

dyadic, and SE,H are dyadic scattering coefficients for the E and If

fields. Note that, if SB is very close to the physical perturbation in

the test piece, these scattering coefficients are very localized in the

x-y plane (a result of the quasistatic assumption). Dyadic scattering co-

efficients are used because, in general, cross-polarized coupling will

occur. Given the boundary conditions on the test piece describing a par-

ticular perturbation, the electric and magnetic scattering coefficients

can be related. It is these scattering coefficients (or their composite)

I0 17
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that will be called the electromagnetic near-field image of the perturba-

tion.

If Eq. (7) is substituted into Eq. (6) and use is made of the fact

that the integral over just the unperturbed fields must be zero, the

following result is obtained:

V(Xoy) = -(I/VaIb [E(X-Xoy-yo).SE(X,y)l

all xy

+ +0

.[H 2 (x-xo,y-y O) x n - [l(x-xo,y-yo).SH(X,y)l

x E2 (x-xo,y-yo)]} dx dy (8)

The integral can be extended over the entire x-y plane because the SE,H

are localized to a finite region of the top surface of SB, and are zero

outside that region.

Equation (8) has the form of a two-dimensional convolution. This

result is easier to see if the special case of a one-dimensional perturba-

tion is considered. Let the electric perturbation be a localized functon,

a(x), along the x direction and a constant in the y direction, and let the

magnetic perturbation be negligible. Physically, such a perturbation

might be a small slot or a step in a plane metal surface. In this case

(since symmetry does not permit scattering in the y direction and there is

negligible coupling to the y component of the electric field),

sE H xx(x) + I xz(X) + klzx(X) + zz(X) (9)

Therefore,

E .*SE M iE0  xx + iE0  a (x) + h0 + W.x (10)
1  E  ixlx xl x xz lz zx(x) E 3x

Also, since n -
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2 2 JH2x - N 2y (11)

H 2 y

As a result,

[El . S x = -H [E 0 a(x) + ' x)] (12)
1 E1 2 2y ixxx Zzx

Finally, for simplicity, assume that $zx B 0. Substitution into Eq. (8)

gives

V(xo) =1/V lbfJEO(X-Xo,y-y ).H 2 y(X-Xoy-yo)]3 (X) dx dy . (13)

all xy

Equation 13 clearly has the form of a convolution. In this case, the line

spread function of the probe system is defined as that function which,

when convolved with 5xx(x), produces the result given by Eq. (13). This

function is

LS(x-x) " (1/V I )fE 0 (X-xoy-y).H2 y(X-xoy-yo)] dy (14)0 a bJ I x 2

all y

If the probes consist of coils whose axes are perpendicular to the

plane surface, SBP LS(x-x ) can be computed using the theory of Dodd and
10 0

Deeds. The mutual coupling present in Case 2 can also be included in

the calculation if the source impedance, Z., is known.

The objective of this procedure is to estimate the improved "image",

3xx( , given the measured blurred "image", v(x). This estimation can be

done using Fourier-transform theory. Let V(k), B(k), and LS(k) be the
Fourier transforms of v, $ x, and LS, respectively. Then, by the

Convolution Theorem,

V(k) -S(k) • B(k) (15)

The transform LS represents a spatial filter. It must have an adequate

spatial bandwidth if inversion of Eq. (15) is to produce a good "image" of

xx.
19
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In general, the near-field image of a perturbation that is localized

in both x and y is determined by its point-spread function, rather than by

the line-spread function discussed so far. An arbitrary electric

perturbation produces six terms in Eq. (8), and a magnetic perturbation

produces another six terms (some of these terms can be related, of course,

if the boundary conditions describing the perturbation are known). Thus,

a general near-field point-spread function is composed of a linear

combination of products of the three components of electric field on S B

generated in Case I and the two tangential components of magnetic field

generated in Case 2, plus a linear combination of products of the three

components of magnetic field on S,, generated in Case I and the two

tangential components of electric field generated in Case 2. All of these

field components can be computed, say, for a Dodd-and-Deeds coil system.

The observable image, v, is, in general, a sum of convolation integrals.

Further work Is required to determine how a meaningful near-field image

can be obtained in this general case. However, there are practical cases

of interest where enough special symmetries and approximations apply to

make the near-field image concept Immediately useful.
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III SUMMARY

In summary, as a first step in the development of electromagnetic

sensor arrays, a number of relative measurements of the responses of two-

element sensor arrays (reflection probes) to steps and slots in aluminum

plates have been made. These measurements have demonstrated the basic

spatial characteristics of such arrays, and have been used successfully to

validate a theoretical model for a reflection probe.

A survey of candidate technologies for fabricating high-resolution

inductive electromagnetic sensor arrays has been initiated. One

conclusion already drawn from this survey is that magnetic thin-film

technology using printed coils is not particularly suitable for the

NDE/robotics application. Thin-film magnetoresistive magnetic-field

sensors appear more promising.

It may be possible to use generalized deconvolution procedures to

enhance the spatial resolution of a given sensor array. Work has begun on

the study of this possibility.

Future plans include continuing the evaluation of candidate

technologies for fabricating complex sensor arrays with small elements,

designing and testing an electronically scanned linear array, and

developing imaging algorithms for such arrays.
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APPENDIX A

A. Interactions

1. A. J. Bahr, "Electromagnetic Sensor Arrays--Experimental Studies,"

presented at the AFML/AFOSR contract review of NDE research, Ames
Laboratory, University of Iowa, Ames, IA, April, 1985.

2. A. J. Bahr, "Electromagnetic Sensor Arrays--Experimental Studies,"
presented at the Review of Progress in Quantitative NDE, Williams-
burg, VA, June, 1985. This paper will be published in the confer-
ence proceedings.

3. B. A. Auld and A. J. Bahr, "A Novel Multifunction Robot Sensor," to
be presented at the 1986 IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation, San Francisco, CA, April, 1986.

B. Personnel

Dr. A. J. Bahr, Staff Scientist and Principal Investigator

Mr. R. D. Roach, Software Engineer

Mr. A. Rosengreen, Sr. Research Engineer

Mr. R. M. Ueberschaer, Research Engineer

Mr. W. B. Weir, Sr. Research Engineer
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